
In a recent edition of Times Higher Education, Jorge Cham included the following in a 
tongue-in-cheek guide to ‘deciphering academese’:

Humour, though, is sometimes rendered poignant by force of circumstances: a false 
claim in an IPCC report on climate change and a few hacked emails from climate 
scientists at the University of East Anglia have stripped these light-hearted observations 
of their innocence. When Spin meets Science nothing is to be trusted.

It seems an odd time, then, to be introducing a book on science and optimism – better 
to hunker down well below the parapet. But there are shifts in mood, attitude and policy 
that are drawing science into new alignments which may have profound consequences 
for all of us, and in the public arena the sound of something different and altogether 
more worrying: a disturbing categorisation of science and religion as alternative belief 
systems. This first surfaced in the protests of creationists but is currently most strident 
in the climate debate, where words like religion, agnostic and believer are bandied 
about. If we are not to be misled by such talk, there has never been a more important 
time to listen to the voice of science and the ideal that it represents.

As the contributions in this collection demonstrate, scientists have different views about 
issues related to global warming, as they have different views of most things. But what 
they all agree on, what they are committed to, is doing science. For them, it’s not a 
question of whether or not they happen to believe in their findings – it’s whether they 
got the science right.

That’s not how most people see science. Science, as any daily newspaper will tell you, 
is about discoveries, facts, finding the truth and changing the world. For professional 
scientists, living down the wilful distortions and extravagant promises made on their 
behalf by the popular press is an occupational necessity, but seeing science downgraded 
to just another belief system is harder to swallow. Scientists, like the rest of us, have 
plenty of beliefs, but the pursuit of science does not allow the luxury of indulging them 
at the expense of proper procedure.

Science is a way of trying to understand and explain the way things work. It is driven 
by endless curiosity coupled with a determination not to be beguiled by easy answers. 
Two examples will illustrate what this means, the first an embarrassing admission of 
my own failure to live up to these ideals in the preparation of this collection. When 
editing Mark Pallen’s paper, I came across his quotation from the Gerald Manley 
Hopkins poem, ‘Pied Beauty’, referring to a ‘brinded cow’. I thought this was a typo 
because I remembered it as ‘brindled cow’, so I decided to check.

On a good day you might call me a social scientist (at least that Faculty has yet to 
disown me), but this wasn’t a good day, so instead of looking for falsification as any 
decent scientist would, I took the self-indulgent route and opted for verification. Into 
Google went ‘brindled cow Hopkins’, and because I looked for it I found it: out came 
pages and pages of confirmation, headed by a Wikipedia entry. I edited the text 
accordingly and moved on.

This is the sort of mistake that has been described as a Type 1 error, a false positive. 
Sloppy procedure. Mark was quickly back to me, gently pointing out that the original 
uses ‘brinded’. Back in the Wikipedia entry I find my original quote, ‘For skies of 
couple color as a brindled cow’ and notice for the first time the spelling of ‘color’. 
Then, taking the trouble to read on, I discover the following just five lines further 
down: ‘he compares “skies of couple-colour” to a “brinded cow”’. Having first given 
my toes time to uncurl, I check this in an Oxford edition, make the necessary change, 
apologise and move on. No harm done – but then I’m not squaring up to the challenges 
of cancer or ageing.

My second example is simpler and infinitely more inspiring. In his entertaining 
contribution, David Jones explains how his work on muscle fatigue followed a 
particular line of enquiry for 30 years, but ‘always with a slight nagging doubt’. Then a 
series experiments revealed to him that he and his colleagues had been fundamentally 
wrong for all that time. Writing off 30 years of work would plunge most mortals into 
deep denial or drive them into the arms of a convenient therapist, but David is a 
scientist – he became very excited!

Science does funny things to people. It fills them with an insatiable desire to understand 
while denying them easy answers, it tempts them with the infinite possibilities while 
shackling them with unbending rules of procedure – and it denies them rest. Discovery 
in science is never the end, always a beginning, a new set of questions and possibilities. 
That’s why David was excited and why the treasures in this collection are to be found 
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‘Results were found through direct 
experimentation’

‘The data agreed quite well with the 
predicted model.’

=
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‘We played around with it until it 
worked’

‘If you turn the page upside down 
and squint, it doesn’t look too 
different.’



not just in the wonderful discoveries and insights these scientists share with us but in 
the prospects they open up. This is optimism with a purpose.

Of course, the richness of such a collection offers both delight and illumination in itself, 
as is evident from the following questions:

· What’s the connection between lobsters and leukaemia?

· Which child’s toy was used in the development of the first contact lens?

· How many litres of water does it take to produce (a) a litre of milk and (b) a 
kilogram of beef? (Add a nought to each of the figures you’ve just come up 
with.)

· How many people have become infected with TB in the last minute?

· If you wanted to avoid injury would you choose to be a racing driver, a 
footballer, a ballet dancer or a builder?

· Which country was primarily responsible for the eradication of smallpox?

The answers to all of these are to be found in the contributions that follow, but even 
more interesting are the questions waiting to be answered. Derek Alderson tells us in 
his contribution that over the last forty years the incidence of oesophageal 
adenocarcinoma has risen from just one tenth to three-quarters of all oesophageal 
cancers in the UK and that the UK has the highest incidence of this form of cancer in 
the world, but as yet we don’t know why. The writers in this collection convey the 
excitement, and sometimes the urgency, of confronting questions such as these. Theirs 
is an optimism grounded in engagements of this kind – and it is all the more inspiring 
for that.

Contributors, whose work embraces both natural and social sciences, were asked to 
draw on their own research in responding to a very simple question previously posed by 
John Brockman: What are you optimistic about? The result is a rich and varied 
collection which gives voice to a range of views and opinions in a variety of styles.

The organisation of such diverse material must inevitably be a personal matter, but we 
wished to take the reader on a journey in four stages, beginning in familiar 
surroundings looking in on the work of scientists, then moving gradually towards their 
world until finally we are inside looking out. We therefore divided the collection into 
four parts, each comprising chapters related to the same broad theme, and within each 
chapter we gathered the contributions themselves:

Part 1: The Microcosm: Tackling the big challenges
Cancer and Changing bodies

Part 2: The Macrocosm: Interacting with our world
Living in the natural world and Living in the virtual world

Part 3: Transformations
Getting to the heart of things and Changing behaviour

Part 4: The ways of science
Working together, Thinking differently and From where I 
stand

PART 1: The Microcosm: Tackling the big challenges begins with the human body, 
the microcosm, and a challenge that all of us will recognise: the treatment of cancer. 
The first two contributions, by Moss and James, provide succinct overviews of how 
and where the battles are being fought, as well as offering insights into the shape of 
future work, while the excitement of current research into two types of cancer is 
conveyed by Alderson and Peet. This is of course part of a much bigger war being 
fought on many fronts and marshalling different resources, as the contributions from 
Johnson, Craddock, Conway and Lilford show.

The body itself is the focus of the second chapter and in taking ageing as her subject 
Griffiths highlights something that presents particular challenges. The chapter, though, 
is more wide-ranging, holding out hope of life-transforming developments in the fields 
of rheumatoid arthritis (Buckley et al.), eyesight (Wolffsohn), oral and dental disease 
(Chapple and Smith), and membrane proteins (Bill). The more successful we are in 
addressing these issues, the more pressing becomes the issue of ageing itself, and the 
last three papers in the chapter address this in very different ways. While Lord shows 
how even simple changes have significant effects on ageing, Williams proposes a 
radical response that dares to raise the prospect of immortality and Rippon shows how 
running repairs might be made to the brain itself.

Individual survival, though, will depend ultimately on the fate of our species as a whole 
and for this we are dependent on the macrocosm, the environment within which we 
live. 

PART 2: Macrocosm: Interacting with our world begins in the natural world and the 
first three contributions, by Bugg, Bridgwater and Hornung, respond to the energy 
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challenge currently facing us by exploring the potential of bio-ethanol, biomass and 
biochar. Issues in transport and food are addressed by papers in which King assesses 
the potential of electric drive vehicles and Coates shows how plant evolution may hold 
the key to a new generation of food resources. The more immediate environment, for 
city dwellers at least, is explored by the final three contributions in the opening chapter. 
The papers by Bastin and Lawrie are complementary, the former demonstrating the 
potential of raising consciousness and the latter focusing on the way partnership can 
work to develop urban reserves, while Charlesworth adds a further dimension by 
proposing a simple but radical transformation of the urban scene.

How much of our future will be spent in the physical world and how much in the 
virtual is a question the collection does not address, but it does open up some 
interesting prospects on how the latter might develop. The opening contributions of 
Chapter 4 explore ways in which computers are already transforming the nature of our 
experience, in terms of how they facilitate the achievement of personal goals (Beale) 
and promote personal development (Slater). More specific aspects of the human-
computer interface are explored by Homer, revealing how near-field communications 
can unlock the potential of the mobile phone, Foss in his stimulating but disturbing 
revelations about quantum information, and Raja in an exciting description of full-
body motion control. These prospects extend our current experiences, but Maitland 
and Burden take us into a world in which the interface between humans and computers 
has evolved to the point where current distinctions are more difficult to sustain.

Tackling the problems and challenges that threaten our survival and well-being engages 
science in profound issues of what we are and how the world we inhabit is constituted. 
Its response to these issues has the potential to transform our understanding or 
behaviour, reconfiguring our relationship with our environment.

PART 3: Transformations explores this potential from two different perspectives. 
Chapter 5 reveals how science is tackling fundamental questions and highlights some 
of the implications of this. The huge potential of monoclonal antibody therapy, 
McFadden argues, may provide the ‘magic bullet’ that will enable us to tackle 
currently intractable diseases, while Pallen shows the powerful knowledge that genome 
sequencing places at our disposal in this struggle. One outcome of success here could 
be population growth, but if Pink is right developments in crop science may offer a 
solution to this problem, while contributions from Frampton, Lane and Overduin all 
reflect exciting developments in our understanding of the cell as a key to unlocking 
fundamental mysteries. The chapter concludes with a consideration of how such 

research might transform the way we see the world (May) and the way we respond to 
global health challenges (Perrie).

Chapter 6 sees a shift in viewpoint, directing attention to the nature of behaviour. It 
begins with Barrett’s sobering picture highlighting the fundamental importance of 
behaviour change in the fight against HIV/AIDS – and the challenge this represents. 
Brown and French address behaviour change directly, showing the impact it can have 
on our sense of well-being and general health, while Calvert and Chappell focus on 
the potential of work on understanding the brain. The last three papers in the chapter 
explore the relationship between science and society, beginning with Green’s 
discussion of how incentives work and the implications of this at a global level. 
Chandler’s subject is the relationship between science and society and the need for 
scientists to engage with basic values, while Grant touches on its power to influence 
these values in his demonstration of how research can impact on the delivery of justice.

Stereotypical views of scientists reinforce deeper misconceptions about the discipline 
of science and those who live by its precepts, one of which is that scientists are isolated 
individuals, interacting with their fellows only by necessity. If this is so, we have 
deviant sample here, for a recurring theme in this collection is the idea of connection, 
of systems, of collaboration – an understanding that doing science involves a 
responsibility towards a larger community of inquirers.

PART 4: The Ways of Science takes up this theme. Chapter 7 begins with different 
perspectives on the relationship between blue skies research and its application, a key 
debate as funding becomes increasingly influenced by considerations of demonstrable 
impact. Maddock sets the scene by showing the potential of translational research, a 
theme taken up by Kelly in her illustration of how collaboration can contribute to work 
on liver disease. The case for blue skies research is passionately presented by Oliver-
Jones and developed by Anderson but with a twist highlighting the sociability of 
scientists. Vernalis uses cytokines as an example of the interplay of basic and clinical 
sciences and Tucker widens the scope of collaboration even further to embrace 
interdisciplinarity. Green and Preece demonstrate in different ways their commitment 
to collaboration, while Wellington draws attention to the need to train and encourage a 
new breed of young scientists with wide-ranging expertise. The chapter ends with a 
taste of the directions this new research might take, beginning with Franklyn’s case for 
evidence-based medicine and moving on to papers by Gifford and Nabney 
highlighting the potential contributions of systems biology and probability theory.
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Our view of science tends to be compartmentalised and the aim of Chapter 8 is to 
challenge this by illustrating the interconnectivity of scientific research. It begins with 
engineering, which perhaps more than anything else conjours up stereotypical images. 
It might surprise some readers, then, to discover the vital role it plays in joint 
replacement (Hukins), prolonging the working lives of ballet dancers (Shippen) and 
understanding our daily soundworld (Cain). The next two contribution return to the 
world of health, Jackson highlighting the importance of occupational health and 
Medley offering an insight into collaborative efforts to understand the spread of 
infectious diseases. The papers by Sadler and Lambert take us back to the unexpected, 
the former showing how an understanding of inorganic elements can offer a new way of 
tackling disease and the latter introducing the incredible world of microbiology. 
Thorpe and Cohen address issues in evolution, the first from the unexpected 
perspective of orang-utan locomotion, and the chapter concludes on a positive note 
with West’s case for staying connected.

The collection ends with view from the scientists’ world, a glimpse of the way scientists 
see their work. At the heart of Tighe’s contribution is the inspiring and in many ways 
astounding story of how contact lenses were invented, a testament to the persistence 
and invention of scientists, while Jones’ story demonstrates how openness to error may 
be the foundation of success. Hilton and Berry place such success within the wider 
perspectives of public engagement and motivating a new generation, drawing attention 
to the wider responsibilities of scientists. The voice of that new generation can be heard 
in Edwards’ reflections on her work, and juxtaposed with these is Mason’s 
retrospective on a long and successful career. We finish in the company of McCabe, 
inside his air-conditioned laboratory looking out on a struggle between weeds and 
bureaucracy as the year moves from winter towards summer. And in this connection 
between the personal and the universal we touch on something at the heart of the 
collection, a sense of playing a part in a much bigger story.

On the 350th anniversary of the founding of the Royal Society, science in this country 
may be at a watershed as scientific research faces funding cuts and realignments that 
will affect our future in ways we cannot predict. The contributions to this collection 
demonstrate incontrovertibly the huge potential of science in this region and this 
country – and the realisation of that potential depends on the availability of adequate 
funding. If we can add our voices to those of scientists, we might just make a difference 
in the debates to come.

On the rim of a two pound coin, you will find the words of a former Warden of the 
Royal Mint: ‘Standing on the shoulders of giants’. The warden, Isaac Newton, was 
echoing words that can be traced back to Bernard of Chartres hundreds of years earlier, 
but from his mouth the observation has particular resonance, issuing from what was 
arguably the dawn of science as we know it today. Like Newton, the contributors to this 
collection are able to see further by virtue of the tradition in which they work, and if we 
take the trouble to listen to them carefully and support their work, we thereby express 
our gratitude to the generations of researchers who have lived within science’s 
uncompromising orbit – knowing that the dark spaces beyond are inimical to our 
survival.
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